YOUR OPENING HEIGHT = PANEL + 2\(\frac{5}{8}\)"
YOUR OPENING WIDTH = (4 x PANEL) - 8"

**PLAN:** open

- Fingerpulps
- RGS
- 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" overlap

**PLAN:** closed

- SWW4S-SC
- Flushbolt
- Floor guide
- 1" overlap
- 3" overlap
- Tracks

**ELEVATION:** closed

- Top of leveled track
- Soft-close mechanism/roller
- 3" typ
- Finished floor

**ELEVATION:** closed

- Opening width
- Opening height
- Flushbolts other side
- Side mount
Sliding Wing Wall w/ Soft-Close, 4 Panels, Symmetrical

SECTION
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NOTE: each panel weights approximately 75-110 lbs. Secure tracks accordingly.